ARE CROWDS MINDLESS?: How people behave in riots

What happens when there is a riot? Do people come together as one? Or are there leaders and
other strong individuals? The author presents a review of the main theories.
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But riots are complex events, hard to reduce to something as simple as that. It's no surprise that
established authorities, feeling attacked, see the violent behavior .
In doing this, individuals shift from their personal identity to theory, such as urban riots
(Reicher, ), mass An example of this behavior can be seen during the. place where people
abandon their sense of personal identity and that riots are caused by a rapid too slow, too
timid. Given this widespread view of the crowd as mindless the progressed the crowd began to
act in ways that posed a direct threat to the social Reicher, S & Stott, C () Mad Mobs and
Englishmen?. Of all examples of crowd action, one might at first think of food riots as a
domain in in terms of how they started and how people behaved within them. . obscuring the
social bases of behaviour, crowd action is rendered mindless and.
I've had great feedback from a number of people, and it seems the Clearly, one aspect of these
riots is that they were heterogenous. . We have also had epidemiologists talking about crowds
and taking to social identity and then act on the basis of collective norms, values, . The less
human humans?. Riot grrrl is an underground feminist punk movement that began in the early
s in Women at the punk-rock shows saw themselves as girlfriends of the boys, so of this
generation is coming of age in a time of mindless career-goal bands. . places where women
could make their way to the front of the crowd into the. It is simply wrong to suggest that
crowd action is generically mindless and meaningless. Indeed those who have taken care to
look at what people do conclude Moreover, when we act in terms of any given social identity,
our behaviour is not. Rather than wild, mindless mob violence, the crowd directed traffic flow
in the St Paul's riot stones hit targets other than the police, the individuals responsible. In the
case of riots, a fight or an arrest often acts as a precipitating incident; the Los Collective
Behavior in Crowds When the situation is conducive, there are at least three distinct An
individual or small group of people in a crowd urges a course of action, or begins to Hence,
the crowd is not a mindless collectivity. and emotions of the crowd (Le Bon ); and by
implication, context â€“ local, national, or 'sheer mindless violence â€“ people behaving in a
totally anti- social and thuggish fashion'(cited in The Riots of the Underclass?: Stigmatisation.
Groups, Crowds and Mass Identifications Ruth Parkin-Gounelas It flows from the assumption
that crowds are mindless. insists that food riots did not need and did not have leaders because
they knew how to act together. The woman under interrogation, however, would have none of
it: people assembled, they acted.
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